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FOREWORD
KEVIN DRIF
AND GEORGES-CLAUDE GUILBERT

In the ninth episode of Daybreak (Netflix, 2019), Wesley Fists (played
by Austin Crute) claims: “It’s different… being black. And it’s different
being gay. And it’s different different being black and gay.” It is precisely
the sort of scene that has some academics rush to their computer to add a
note in one of their “intersectionality” files.
Very humbly, we thirteen academics involved in this book believe that
we have a reasonably clear idea of what intersectionality might be. We have
read a couple of books about the notion. We have also read books, however,
that more or less announce that hordes of inept academics use the word
wrongly, and / or use it when really they should not, because they are too
white, or too rich, or too male. So, we apologize in advance in case we are
found incompetent.
One element everyone seems to agree on is the origins of intersectionality,
to be found in the works of Kimberlé Williams Crenshaw and Patricia Hill
Collins; “most intersectionality scholarship dates the beginning of the field
to around 1988, when Kimberlé Williams Crenshaw delivered the paper that
would become “Demarginalizing the Intersection of Race and Sex” to the
University of Chicago Legal Forum.” 1
Whether they rejoice or deplore it, everyone also notes its increasing
popularity; “intersectionality as an analytical framework is in the process of
reaching maximal salience across academe, the non-profit sector (including
global philanthropy), and politics.” 2
Statistics are illuminating: “Crenshaw’s two seminal articles […] have
been cited a combined total of 9,948 times by fellow scholars across a range
of fields since their publication in 1989 and 1991 […]. Similarly, Patricia
Hill Collins’s Black Feminist Thought has been cited 12,002 times since its
publication in 1990 […]. These citation figures, in the realm of theory […],
1
2

Hancock, Intersectionality: An Intellectual History, 9.
Ibid., 5.
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catapult both women into the rarefied air of ‘rock star academics.’ On the
other hand, Wikipedia’s ‘Intersectionality’ page has been viewed 86,734
times in the first quarter of 2015 alone.”3
Most scholars, but not all, seem to have a common general idea of what
it is or should be. In his Introduction to Intersectionality: A Foundations
and Frontiers Reader, Patrick R. Grzanka reminds us that intersectional
criticism is about “[…] exploring the ways in which race, class, gender,
sexuality, and other dimensions of identity and inequality shape the
contours of social life and structures in the United States and around the
world.”4
He continues, stressing that intersectionality is the study “of how these
dimensions of inequality co-construct one another [and that it] is a leading
paradigm in women’s studies, American studies, ethnic studies, and allied
fields […]”5
He agrees with many of his colleagues that ‘‘Kimberlé Crenshaw’s work
in critical legal studies serves as a launching point […]. Importantly,
Crenshaw […] posits the root metaphor and rhetoric of intersections, crafted
from an analysis of Black women’s positionality in the US legal system,
specifically in antidiscrimination doctrine.”6
Before Crenshaw, of course, there was African American feminist
activism. We are all aware of that. However, we do not believe that because
we all work in European universities and have been terribly influenced by
Michel Foucault we should refrain from resorting to the notion. Let it be
noted, as it happens, that of the thirteen of us, eight belong to mixed race
groups and / or sexual minorities, and four migrated to France as adults.
Besides, more than half of us belong to activist organizations.
Patricia Hill Collins & Sirma Bilge in their book Intersectionality write:
“[…] intersectionality […] speaks the language of activism and community
organizing as much as it speaks that of the academy, or of institutions.”7
They also write: “When it comes to social inequality, people's lives and
the organization of power in a given society are better understood as being
shaped not by a single axis of social division, be it race or gender or class,
but by many axes that work together and influence each other.”8

3

Ibid., 13-14.
Grzanka, Intersectionality: A Foundations and Frontiers Reader, xiii.
5 Ibid., xiii.
6 Ibid., xiv.
7 Collins, Black Feminist Thought: Knowledge, Consciousness, and the Politics of
Empowerment, 7.
8 Ibid., 14.
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Foreword

That is precisely what we try to do: understand society, movies and
television series as such. This collection takes an intersectional approach to
explore gender, sexual orientation, race and class in television series and
films produced by English-speaking countries. After Crenshaw introduced
the concept of intersectionality, it took some of us a few years to start using
the word frequently, content as we were with discussing “gender, race and
class in” something or other, in our classes or papers. This, of course, was
already a step in the right direction. Surely, anything is better than using
single-axis paradigms. The word only became common in American
academe in the mid-1990s, and everyday in the 2000s. Even used at minimal
concentration, as it were, the notion helps make immediately clear that if
oppression comes in many forms, it is undoubtedly most appalling when
several forms of oppression intersect.
Elizabeth Mullen analyzes the critically acclaimed The Handmaid’s
Tales, putting forward the problematic representation of race throughout the
show. Observing a peculiar combination of racial absence and racial
appropriation, she depicts a world where gender oppression trumps racial
oppression and where opportunities for an intersectional tactic in the
diegesis are too often missed.
Taking on Black Mirror’s episode “Nosedive,” Jérémy Cornec has looked
at the interplay of gender, race and class in a not so remote futuristic society
where people’s lives are ruled by a rating system based on social
interactions. As he focused on the diegesis, characters’ development and
aesthetic choices it becomes clear that the utopia presented here is anything
but.
With Peaky Blinders and Downtown Abbey, Victor Faingnaert shows
how intersectionality is at play in two drastically different genres of period
dramas. With the tribulations of the British aristocracy on one side and the
struggle of working-class men on the other, Faingnaert dives into post
WWII Britain and puts forward a reflection in which social, sexual, and
gender power relations dictate the lives of all the characters, regardless of
their position in society.
Jessica Thrasher Chenot went for an analysis of Friends, one of the most
popular American shows ever—if not the most popular. Her chapter goes
against the recent backlash received by the sitcom for its problematic
representation of race and sexuality, as she treats the theme of motherhood
and the show’s pioneering storylines involving pregnancy and maternity.
Florence Cabaret explores the limits of intersectionality in The Mindy
Project. This sitcom, centered around the actress Mindy Kaling offers a rare
representation of Indian American women in American television. Yet as
she analyses the development of the main character as well as a particular
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episode presented as a social critique of white masculine hegemony,
Cabaret argues that The Mindy Project often talks the talk but does not walk
the walk of intersectional representation.
With the shows Noah’s Arc, Sirens, Empire and Unbreakable Kimmy
Schmidt as case studies Sébastien Mignot has concentrated on the
representation of black gay characters on screen. As he challenges the
discourse of a post-racial and post-gay America, which denies identity
politics, Mignot sheds light on the difficulty to represent such intersectional
identities.
Kévin Drif proposes an in-depth textual analysis of Unbreakable Kimmy
Schmidt and one of its main characters, Titus Andromedon. Through the
exploration of this character, an African American gay man, Drif highlights
the complex relationship between queerness and blackness and the ensuing
difficulty to represent this identity in an intersectional framework.
Examining The Man in the High Castle, Amy D. Wells proposes a
geocritical analysis of the main character, Juliana Crain. As a white woman
constantly on the move, she slips back and forth from a position of privilege
to another position, depending on her geographical location, allowing Wells
to argue for an intersectional identity, where the oppressions of gender and
race become very largely dependent on their environment.
In her chapter, Anne Crémieux analyses how Orange Is the New Black,
one of the most intersectional shows in American television history, has
succeeded over the years to depart from some stereotypical representations
of poor non-white female characters to become a vehicle for intersectional
concerns, addressing social issues such as the privatization of the prisonindustrial complex or the treatment of undocumented immigrants in the US.
In his exploration of Mindhunter Mehdi Derfoufi situates the show in
the history of American television and cinema, with its narrative devices,
aesthetics and discourses. Thanks to a comprehensive analysis of the series’
relationship with gender, race and sexuality, Derfoufi examines the limits
of white hegemonic masculinity and Mindhunter’s debatable failure to
represent racial and queer minorities.
With an interesting take on the Hollywood cinema of the 1930s, Sonia
Abroud delivers an intersectional analysis deeply rooted in the idea of
consumption. As she weaves those two concepts together, Abroud shows
how the social rise of women is often hindered by social, sexual and gender
systems of oppression.
In his analysis of Kevin Greutert’s 2014 movie Jessabelle, Mikaël
Toulza deals with the notion of intersectionality through the fictional
representation of voodooism. The story, centered around the possession of
a young white woman by her deceased, black half-sister, offers a unique
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take on representations of race, gender and class relations in the American
South, and highlights religion as a frequently overlooked marker of
intersectionality as well as its impact on identity politics.
Encompassing film studies, television studies, cultural studies, gender
studies, Queer theory, African American Studies, post-colonial studies, etc.,
this book tries to elucidate revealing intersectional elements in on-screen
fiction. As Vivian May deplores, “[…] in countless research applications,
theoretical analyses, and policy practices, single-axis logics continue to hold
sway, even when intersectional goals are stated or when key intersectional
premises are employed.” 9 We sincerely hope that we have managed to stray
away from single-axis scholarship and what May calls “pop-bead thinking”,
and that our modest offering of (hopefully) intersectional criticism will
contribute to the debate.
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CHAPTER ONE
INTERSECTIONALITY IS THE NEW BLACK
ANNE CRÉMIEUX

Orange Is the New Black (2013-2019), like most TV series, attempts to
encapsulate its premise in its opening sequence. Saying that a color “is the
new black” originated in the 1980s in the high fashion world to signify that
designers were investing a particular shade as the classic fallback color,
instead of black. When the show was first released, the expression was
commonly used amongst New York’s upper crust, the original social milieu
of the main white character, Piper Chapman. Piper has been convicted, ten
years after the fact, of smuggling drugs into the country for her lesbian lover
Alex Vause. Even though in the meantime, she has put her past behind her
and never mentioned it to her loving fiancé, Piper is going to spend a year
in prison, where orange jumpsuits are the standard and where inmates of her
class, complexion, and even gender, are not. Although strictly speaking, the
title refers to fabric colors, not race, the world which Piper and audiences
are entering is one where race is bound to be part of the narrative, both
within the story and in its reception.
The initial concept of the company hired for the credits was to “create a
semi-surreal main title sequence of images from Piper’s point of view that
would starkly contrast the hard, cold reality of her new imprisoned life
against the imagined luxuries of her previous life.” (Dunne) But although
the series is based on Piper Kerman’s autobiographical account of her year
in prison, which does center on the author, Jenji Kohan, the woman who
created the series, was inspired to make it into an epic drama about a
multitude of characters, most of whom are introduced in the book. She is
often quoted saying she hoaxed producers into investing in stories that are
believed not to sell by pitching Piper as appealing to the mainstream
demographics producers are after.
In a lot of ways Piper was my Trojan Horse. You’re not going to go into a
network and sell a show on really fascinating tales of black women, and
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Latina women, and old women and criminals. But if you take this white girl,
this sort of fish out of water, and you follow her in, you can then expand
your world and tell all of those other stories. But it’s a hard sell to just go in
and try to sell those stories initially. The girl next door, the cool blonde, is a
very easy access point, and it's relatable for a lot of audiences and a lot of
networks looking for a certain demographic. It’s useful. (Kohan)

Kohan specifically requested a title sequence that would suggest the
series was going to tell many women’s stories, not just one. It is made of
fast-revolving, extreme close-ups of women’s eyes and mouths differing in
age, make-up, and racial background. Of the 70-plus snapshots present in
the sequence, more than half feature dark skin and only three pairs of eyes
are blue, including those of Piper Kerman. The photographs were taken in
New York and LA with formerly incarcerated women contacted through
reinsertion organizations. Orange Is the New Black was conceived, marketed
and received as a vehicle for voicing and delving into intersectional issues.
Over its seven seasons, the show has included more poor, non-white and
queer female characters than perhaps any other show in the history of
American TV series, along with an equally diverse spectrum of white male
and female characters occupying positions of continuity and contrast. The
focus gradually shifts from Piper to other inmates and ultimately leaves the
once central character in the background of greater causes, including but not
limited to trans rights, cruel and unusual punishment, the privatization of
the prison-industrial complex, Black Lives Matter, police cover-ups and
racism in justice proceedings. It writes a new chapter in the representation
of lesbianism in prison, revisiting tropes such as the pushy bulldykes and
abusive guards, male and female, while weaving narratives of lesbian love
and break-up, friendship and feud, solidarity and group rivalry. It develops
a myriad of individual stories which taken together, paint a diverse picture
where choices are informed by social constraint. The use of flashbacks both
carries intersectional issues to the larger world outside of prison and builds
empathy for the divisions within. The gradual decentering of the narrative
from Piper Chapman’s character to a collective of women attempts at
exploiting the show’s popularity to focus on the intersectional consequences
of policy-making and suggesting actions to foster rehabilitation instead of
punishment.

Privilege away from privilege
As expressed in the opening sequence, no orange or khaki uniform made
for men can strip the most downtrodden, disenfranchised woman out of her
individuality. As soon as Piper meets other prisoners, they are characterized
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by their accents, gender identity, racial background, age, etc. Lorna Morello
is the first inmate Chapman speaks to—she has a thick Italian American
North-East city accent, is wearing red lipstick, blue eye-shadow and black
eye-liner, and immediately asks her about which wedding dress would fit
her best, taking her large sunglasses on and off for effect. In the same van
leading up to the prison entrance are Janae Watson, a butch of few words
sporting a short afro, and Dayanara Diaz, waving her light brown curls in
tough silence. The line of onlookers sizing up the new inmates may all be
wearing similar uniforms, yet they are distinct in every possible way.
The first season fully exploits the fish-out-of-water storyline and
contrasts Piper’s life in prison with romantic flashbacks of her life with
Larry. The first scenes in prison present a petrified Piper who is appraised
by other inmates with strong sexual undertones. Unlike Piper Kerman’s
novel, which warmly thanks “my husband, Larry Smith, whose ferociously
stubborn love sustains me and without whom I would not have written this
book,” the series immediately stages the Piper-Larry relationship as doomed
with flashbacks of Piper and Alex who, unlike what happens in the book, 1
are reunited at the end of the first episode through a miraculous transfer to
Litchfield prison and the prison world becomes rife with lesbian possibilities.
As a thin, blond, upper-class woman, Piper enters a world where although
she is stripped of her right to basic human dignity—as made clear by the
stripping scene and her first few encounters with guards, both male and
female—she benefits from race, class, and even sexual privilege more
clearly than she might have been aware of outside of prison.
The first episode establishes that whether she wants to or not, she
belongs with the white women who offer some toiletries and a seat at their
table. When in the first episode, she gravely offends Red, the Russian-born
mother figure, by complaining about the food she was not aware Red was
in charge of cooking, she has no choice but to make amends or never eat a
full meal again, for she has no other prison family to turn to.
By season 2, episode 9, social dynamics are well established and
although Piper has made friends with several black and Latina women,
when they hear that she got furlough to visit her dying grandmother when
Alex Vause is based on Cleary Wolters, whose pseudonym is Nora Jansen in the
book: Piper and Nora meet only when they are summoned to testify against their
former drug boss, towards the end of Piper’s sentence. In the book, lesbian
relationships are rare and most lesbians are said to be “gay for the stay.” Yet, the
book never discounts Piper’s past lesbian relationship, never expresses homophobia
and does include a few intense moments about each of the women Piper meets,
creating attempts to explore racial and social issues in prison, all of which was fertile
ground for what the series eventually became.
1
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others cannot attend a parent’s funeral, the racial divide is palpable. The
scene takes place in the cafeteria where Piper is standing in line for food.
Poussey Washington, Tasha “Taystee” Jefferson, Cindy Hayes (“Black
Cindy”), Yvonne “Vee” Parker and Suzanne Warren (“Crazy Eyes”) are
loudly commenting on the “special treatment” Chapman is getting. The
crew serving food is Latina and Aleida Diaz and Blanca Flores make fun of
Chapman’s excuse for getting out, “sick abuela, the fuck you came up with
that one?,” suggesting some kind of deception. Taking a seat at a separate,
all-black table just behind Piper’s all-white table, Poussey points to her
privilege when she says, “Chapman ain’t got no strife in her life, but bitch
gets the red carpet laid out for her.” “The new Jim Crow,” adds Vee,
suggesting separation in prison is no more equal than outside of it. When
Cindy says Piper must have gotten furlough in exchange for oral sex, Piper
dramatically rises from her seat and proclaims:
Yes, I am white! We have established that. And I got furlough, too. I guess
white privilege wins again. And as a speaker for the entire white race, I
would like to say I am sorry you guys got the raw deal, but I love my fucking
grandmother. And yeah, she may be a whitey, too… But she’s a fucking
person, and she’s sick… And she needs me. (S02E09)

The tension between the white character’s anger at having to justify her
furlough, which by definition is a “privilege,” and her grandstanding
statement over what only a rich white inmate could possibly consider
reasonable cause for furlough, is resolved when Suzanne “Crazy Eyes,” who
has had an unrequited crush on Piper in the previous season, hits her with a
piece of blueberry pie to the back of the head. It is never confirmed that a
furlough was granted on the basis of any kind of special treatment, because
that is how privilege works: the “new” Jim Crow is not written in law, it is
a practice inherited from history, as acknowledged by Piper’s recognition
that “you guys” got a “raw deal”. Privilege repeated over time turns people
into representatives of their race, as Piper complains about herself while in
the same tirade, she lumps together non-whites as “you guys.” The issue of
Piper’s furlough directly addresses intersectional dynamics in prison, as
Poussey comes from a relatively privileged background (she is an army brat,
speaks fluent German and went to college), and is clearly the most upset
about the situation as she did not get furlough when her mother died. Being
set in the cafeteria, the scene also prefigures Poussey’s killing in the finale
to season 4.
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The show initially centers on Piper, as the promotional material makes
strikingly clear, 2 and even drastically expands on the narrative ramifications
of her criminal past by reuniting her with her former lesbian lover and
partner in crime. At the same time, over the course of seven seasons which
cover much more than the already detailed 400-page book, all characters are
expanded upon in keeping with the TV series’ very essence. Characterdriven long narratives require many twists and turns, including the reversal
of first impressions about minor characters who should not be too quickly
judged, a technique that becomes a breeding ground for intersectional seeds.

Flashback as Agit-prop
The use of backstories developed in flashback sequences is a classic
trope of character development in TV series. For example, amongst truly
very many, Lost (2004-2010) heavily relied on flashbacks to find out more
about each character and try to figure out what had happened to them, or
This Is Us (2014-) is built on flashbacks about the main characters’ family
history together. A sort of conflation between the two—“what did they do
to get here” / “how did they grow up”—Orange Is the New Black’s use of
flashbacks becomes a potent tool of intersectional narrative probing.
At first hailed for its diversity, the show was quickly criticized for its
inability to represent relatable, sensitive, intelligent characters of color.
Typically, Mike Hale’s 2013 New York Times mixed review of the first six
episodes praised the show for including a lot of unknown black and Latina
actors, specifically Dasha Polenco (Dayanara Diaz) and Uzo Aduba (Suzanne
“Crazy Eyes” Warren), and went on to focus on the more famous white
actors (Kate Mulgrew, Natasha Lyonne, Laura Preppon, and Lea DeLaria)
who at first, are indeed the most relatable, if only because Daya is too quiet
and Crazy Eyes is too crazy. During the first couple of seasons, feminists
and intersectionally-minded people started to criticize the show for its
unequal representation of people of color as opposed to the white
protagonists whose stories were foregrounded even though they were not
necessarily the most interesting to everyone. Roxane Gay, who would later
co-author the first Marvel comic book starring black lesbian characters,
World of Wakanda (2016-2017), also wrote a mid-first season review of
Orange Is the New Black entitled “The bar for TV diversity is way too low,”
Not to be confused with fan art, promotional material can be googled by typing the
title and searching for images of DVD covers or promotional posters. With very few
exceptions towards the end of the show, they all feature Taylor Schilling at the
center.
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in which she questioned whether quantity could compensate for quality in
what she called “a lovingly crafted monument to White Girl Problems” in
which “diverse characters are planets orbiting Piper’s sun.” She goes on to
quote Aura Bogado’s review for The Nation entitled “White is the new
white,” which likens the show’s premise to mid-nineteenth century slave
narratives and how they are framed by a white introduction to validate the
veracity of what follows and more generally, a white point of view. Bogado
refuses to stand by yet another exploitation of the disproportionately black
experience of incarceration by white women, regardless of how wellintentioned they are (as were abolitionists), pointing out “wildly racist
tropes: black women who, aside from fanaticizing about fried chicken, are
called monkeys and Crazy Eyes; a Boricua mother who connives with her
daughter for the sexual attentions of a white prison guard; an Asian woman
who never speaks; and a crazy Latina woman who tucks away in a bathroom
stall to photograph her vagina…”
I myself was struck by the shallowness of the black characters and
frankly, the difficulty to relate to them compared with the main characters
who at first are not only Piper and Alex, but Red, Nicky, Pensatucky, and
several of the white C.O.s and wardens, in other words, very predominantly,
the white characters. But TV series, when they are successful, last for more
than one season, and although scholars prefer to study them as a whole once
completed, audiences tend to appreciate them as a series of seasons, some
of which may be skipped or speed-watched to get to the next one. Moving
from one season to the next, the show delves into each character and has
them evolve while slowly but surely criticizing the privatization of prisons,
racist double standards, and incarceration itself. Indeed, the show has
exploited its immense popularity to introduce every intersectional issue
presently under close examination in American culture (race, class, sexuality,
gender identity, mental illness, age, citizenship…), where flashbacks have
a major role to play in winning over audiences to each character’s personal
struggles that eventually sent her to prison.
The character whose evolution most exemplifies this phenomenon is
probably Tasha “Taystee” Jefferson. In the book, Taystee is “Delicious” and
is only mentioned in passing in a few scenes that are actually reproduced in
the series, such as the mock job fair 3 (S02E02) and the famous “You’ve got
them TV titties” line 4. At first, Taystee is very stereotypical in the way she
3 Pages 333-135 of the book, Piper, Delicious (Taystee), Pom-Pom (Black Cindy),
and Vanessa (Sophia) all participate in the mock job interviews. There is no
“winner” (Taystee wins in the series), instead Piper’s “tweed librarian outfit” is said
to be “most work-appropriate.”
4 The line found p.141 in the book appears at 1’20’’ in the series’ first episode.
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seems to just enjoy life in spite of the circumstances. She is smart, but tends
to trivialize everything, including in a premonitory scene when flanked by
Poussey, she runs for the inmates’ advisory council and her campaign
promise is to get fried chicken on the menu because it’s “delicious,
everybody likes it. Chicken for the people! I rest my case.” (S01E06) Yet,
from season 1 to season 7, Taystee evolves drastically, especially after her
best friend Poussey Washington’s murder at the end of season 3 (S03E12)
and the riot that ensues. In season 4, she soon becomes one of the inmate’s
most articulate and politically focused spokesperson, along with Alison
Abdullah who has a political vision for their actions. Having consulted all
the inmates, they eventually come up with a list of ten grievances for better
treatment and better conditions, which includes “equal treatment of prisoners
regardless of race, status, or celebrity.” (S05E03) The list comically
involves demanding Cheetos but this time, Jefferson is against including the
item; it is imposed by other inmates or perhaps, by the show’s difficult
balance of comedy in an increasingly serious narrative.
Jefferson’s rising political consciousness is made possible by the show’s
length. She appears in all but 2 of the 91 episodes and not unlike Crazy Eyes
who gradually becomes better knowns as Suzanne, Taystee becomes Tasha
as she matures as a character. Her evolution is also expressed through her
haircuts, from mid-length curls to cornrows, to pulled hair in a crown braid
or a bun, to a short afro, all to be contrasted to the long straight hairpieces
she wears in some flashbacks. Jefferson’s political transformation is
Socratic, as she slowly comes to realize, along with the audience, her
predicament is far from being of her own making. Two flashbacks in season
2 show how she is recruited as a child by drug dealer Yvonne Parker at an
adoption fair (S02E02) and raised to work for her with little incentive to
give up crime when the only other option is a low-paying job at an innercity fast-food restaurant called Storky’s Burger. Towards the end of the
second season in which Taystee’s childhood is revealed, Taystee is
discussing her predicament with Poussey in the library and whether “it’s all
because of the cycle of poverty and the bad schools and the government
cheese and because I’m brown and my mom was on crack. But I think it’s
because I was just being an asshole.” (S02E13) Immediately following her
rebuttal, which the flashbacks have already contradicted, Taystee goes on
to joke about the sex scenes in Diana Gabaldon’s book Outlander, which
she is recommending to Poussey, except for how pale the handsome
Highland warrior is and that if she had a chance to go back in time, she’d
rather find a Nubian king. Even though Taystee is yet to question the system,
the scene does indict cultural hegemony – Poussey responds by memories
of fantasizing about the film Back to the Future (Robert Zemeckis, 1985)
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with the sad conclusion that “her DeLorean never came,” again contrasting
white fiction with the reality of black lives.
Tasha Jefferson truly becomes a leader during the riot and decides
she should use Judy King, an inmate loosely based on Martha Stewart, to
carry their message to the press. The decision is interspersed by two
flashbacks of a young Janae Watson taking a tour of a highly privileged allwhite high school to discover they are putting on a high-end production of
Dreamgirls in which a white teenager in an afro plays Effie 5, which makes
Janae cry. A third flashback further connects the fight against the prison
industry to the larger racist and classist forces in America when young Janae
has lost the will to study and confronts her teacher: “Why bother playing a
game that’s rigged?” This series of flashbacks is caused by Janae questioning
Taystee’s communications strategy in the riot, which mirrors the show’s
own strategy. Janae takes Taystee aside to urge her not to let Judy King
speak for them and “karaoke our song,” but Taystee argues reporters “will
hear more of what we saying if it comes from her mouth.” (S05E05)
Once outside, Taystee speaks as Tasha Jefferson and repeats Poussey
Washington’s name several times “because it can never be said enough,”
foregrounding the #SayHerName campaign fighting for the visibility of
black female victims of police violence. When Judy King follows up with a
heart-felt speech devoid of any real-life experience, Taystee finally registers
Janae’s point and stops Judy King mid-sentence.
She will not be speaking for us because Judy King can't speak for the inmates
of this prison. She was kept separate from us, held in a private room with
better treatment and a seltzer-maker. And moments after our friend, Poussey
Washington, was murdered by a guard for doing nothing wrong, Judy King
was packing her bags to go home on early release. Because she's rich and
white and powerful. Now our fight is not with Judy King. Our fight is with
a system that don't give a damn about poor people and brown people and
poor brown people. (S05E05)

In this key scene, Judy King stands in for Piper Chapman as a privileged
inmate who cannot bear witness to the intersectional layers of discrimination
Dreamgirls is a Broadway musical created in 1981 and released as a film in 2006.
Its depiction of the rise to stardom of the all-female R&B group “The Dreams” is a
thin-veiled biopic of the Supremes and their ups and downs with Motown Records.
Effie is inspired by Florence Ballard, the lead singer who was dropped from the
group and replace by Diana Ross. The episode is called “Sing it, White Effie,” a line
pronounced by Courtney, the white girl who takes Janae around the school, but
without the word “white.” The irony is that in Dreamgirls, Effie’s last name is
White.
5
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within the prison system. The series reflects upon itself and, thanks to
Janae’s flashback sequence, expresses its intersectional agenda within a
larger framework. Its capacity to illustrate personal feelings through
flashbacks and to slowly enfold the back and present stories of the poor, and
brown, and poor and brown people, not only achieves the classic reversals
of relationships and personal choices that long narratives are built on, but
also a reversal of the show’s political agenda through metafictional reflections
on its very premise. The white, middle class inmate used to infiltrate the
story of many more eventually gets pushed down from her narrative
pedestal. As Alison Abdullah argues in favor of including everyone in the
writing of the list of demands, “the worst thing you can do is take another
woman’s voice when she’s finally found it.” (S05E03)

Decentering Narrative
With the murder of Poussey and the ensuing riot, to some extent, the
series leaves Piper Chapman somewhat on the sidelines. During the
climactic scene when Daya picks up a guard’s gun and hesitates whether to
shoot (S04E14), she is standing at the intersection of two halls with a group
of Latina inmates on one side and black inmates on the other (with the
exception of Judy King, held hostage). As the riot unfolds, Latina inmates
are in charge of keeping the guards hostage while black inmates carry out
demands. Piper and Alex literally stand outside, setting up camp in the
garden (S05E05). Away from the main action, they are “sitting it out”
(S05E06). After a series of events and a gruesome scene of torture when a
guard holds them hostage, they eventually hide in a bunker (the prison’s old
pool) with older white inmates who were hoping to pass the riot unscathed
(they will not). In this ensemble show where many plotlines are intertwined,
the geography of the riot mirrors the fictional space each group occupies as
the narrative tables are slowly turning.
Although the series main narrative veers away from the centrality of
Piper Chapman towards its last three seasons only, even before the riot,
important stories besides Piper’s are being told, separate from any
interaction with her. For example, transsexual inmate Vanessa Robinson,
who becomes Piper’s cellmate for a short while in the book, is expanded in
the series as Sophia Burset, played by Laverne Cox and her twin brother
Mark Lamar in flashback. Trans rights such as access to hormones and
protection from bullying are narrative threads over several seasons as
Sophia becomes a target of transphobia first from the prison hierarchy, who
deny her hormones and then attempt to bribe her for sexual favors, then
from other inmates who harass and eventually attack her. When Sophia
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reports the attack, she ends up spending almost an entire season in the SHU
“for her own protection.” The series also develops the story line of her wife
and son, both in flashback and during prison visits, which introduces
parenting and marriage. Although Sophia is always on good terms with
Piper, her story line is developed very much independently, to great critical
acclaim and audience interest for the specific issues of incarcerated trans
people. The same could be said of the follow up over seven seasons of
Suzanne and the treatment of the mentally ill in prison, of Daya’s toxic
relationship to her mother Aleida, of Miss Rosa and the (non) treatment of
her cancer, or of aging characters such as Frieda Berlin (Dale Soules), also
mentally unstable.
This decentering phenomenon was possibly as much due to the narrative
merits of the series as to its reception, and the attachment of many audience
members to specific characters since as always in long TV series, the
production and writing team is made aware of audience reception. One
indication is that unlike practically all of the show’s marketing material, the
vast majority of fan art 6 does not put Piper Chapman at the center, as if the
intersectional discourse at the core of the series was significantly processed
and re-mediated by its fans, and may even have enhanced it. For clearly, as
things became more political, and also more dangerous and life-threatening,
Orange Is the New Black focused on specifically racial issues and gradually
decentered its look. With the murder of Poussey and the prison riot eventually
occupying a pivotal position over the seven seasons, the main plot shifts
away from Piper Chapman, making some fans recognize that “Taystee is
the real Star of Orange Is the New Black.” Sophia Burset could have made
a close second had she not been sent to the SHU for an entire season and
given early release and a cash deal to condemn Taystee.
Orange Is the New Black is a complex, polyphonic narrative in which
no character can hold center stage or carry the gaze for long – a gaze that
may be as diverse as its audience. The greater issue driving the narrative is
the privatization of the prison-industrial complex and its consequences on
the inmates’ conditions, with the pressure put on underpaid, undertrained
prison guards, climaxing in the riot following the murder of Poussey
Washington, a black, lesbian, highly-educated inmate. Thanks to the
popularity of the show, Poussey’s death, at the end of season 4, was allowed
a 3 season-long resolution that explored every character’s relationship to the

An Internet image search for “Orange Is the New Black fan art” will provide
illustration.
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murder, the riot and its aftermath. The show launched the still active 7
Poussey Washington fund devoted to the support of women in prison. The
seventh and final season introduced the pressing issue under the Trump
administration of undocumented workers serving time before being
deported. The addition of an ICE detention center, with its terrible living
conditions and extreme promiscuity, put Litchfield inmates in a new
position of privilege 8. Two long-running characters, Maritza Ramos and
Blanca Flores, are put under ICE detention because they were not born in
the US, which under new policy becomes cause for separation. Added
dramatic tension comes from Maritza not knowing she was born outside the
country and believing herself the victim of a paperwork glitch while Blanca,
who has been expecting to reunite with her husband since the very first
episode, is immediately deported upon her release. With these story lines,
in parallel to Tasha Jefferson being accused of a crime she did not commit
during the riot, sticking to her non-guilty plea and getting sentenced for life,
season 7 condemns the injustice against people of color and undocumented
or foreign-born Latinos. Hailed at first for its socially-conscious humor, the
show ultimately gained respect by consistently weaving the complex
responsibility of injustice and discrimination around the institutions rather
than individuals. This is made most clear by the rotation of wardens who,
for several of them, truly intend to make a difference, but are no match for
the system at large. Although no Netflix product can truly be in a position
to entirely uphold the capitalist system it stands upon, the show’s use of
long multiple narratives to contextualize poverty and decenter the initial
white upper-class position of the main protagonist set the bar for TV
diversity perhaps just a little bit higher.
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CHAPTER TWO
DEUX RECITS DES LENDEMAINS DE PREMIERE
GUERRE MONDIALE –
APPROCHE INTERSECTIONNELLE
DE PEAKY BLINDERS ET DOWNTON ABBEY

VICTOR FAINGNAERT

En 1988, Davis Cannadine commençait son ouvrage Class in Britain en
rappelant une croyance importante, non seulement en Grande-Bretagne,
mais aussi dans le monde : la hiérarchie sociale, tout comme la météo et la
royauté, sont des préoccupations tout particulièrement britanniques. 1 Il
ajoutait que cette conscience de classe s’illustre dans ces variations, dans la
mesure où « les Britanniques pensent tout le temps à qui ils sont, dans quelle
société ils vivent, et quelle est leur place dans cette dernière.» 2 Dans cet
ouvrage, il présente les bases de l’analyse des classes sociales ayant cours à
ce moment-là au Royaume-Uni : le tournant linguistique. Cette analyse se
concentre sur l’un des indicateurs de la conscience de classe, à savoir le
vocabulaire. La distinction entre classes sociales serait ainsi, en partie, une
construction linguistique qui permettrait une différenciation entre différents
groupes sociaux formant le Royaume-Uni. De la même manière, Benedict
Anderson avait démontré, dès 1983, dans son travail fondateur Imagined
Communities, que c’est en imaginant, en représentant, et en s’adressant à
une communauté, que l’on forme, en partie cette dernière. Elle est imaginée
et existe de ce fait. 3
Dès la seconde moitié des années 1960, le Centre for Contemporary
Cultural Studies de Birmingham avait commencé à travailler sur les
constructions des cultures populaires. Sous l’impulsion de Stuart Hall au
Cannadine, Class in Britain, 1.
Ibid., 23.
3 Anderson, L’imaginaire national.
1
2
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début des années 1970, le centre a démontré l’importance des médias et des
activités populaires dans ces constructions d’imaginaire et d’univers de
sens. 4 Les représentations médiatiques élaborent des visions du monde et
sont également, de ce fait, le terrain d’une lutte, et Stuart Hall s’intéressait
avec une attention toute particulière aux discours hégémoniques, mais
également aux discours alternatifs. 5 Les classes ont ainsi un langage,
notamment médiatique, et les identités de classes se construisent à
l’intersection de plusieurs productions culturelles. Ces dernières jouent ainsi
un rôle majeur dans la construction des identités, à plus forte raison
nationales, et participent au façonnement de ces dernières. Les identités de
classe, de genre, de race ou encore d’orientation sexuelle des personnages
de ces productions jouent, de ce fait, un rôle majeur dans l’élaboration d’un
imaginaire collectif mouvant dans lequel s’intègrent les publics.
En suivant l’approche des cultural studies, et principalement des travaux
de Stuart Hall, je propose ici de m’attarder plus particulièrement sur deux
séries importantes, et souvent comparées, des années 2010 au RoyaumeUni : Downton Abbey (Julian Fellowes, ITV1, 2010– 2015) et Peaky
Blinders (Steven Knight, BBC Two, 2013 – en cours). En croisant ces
différentes approches, j’analyserai ici ces deux récits autour de la Première
Guerre mondiale, afin de saisir la construction intersectionnelle de leur
univers de sens.
Downton Abbey présente les tribulations d’une famille aristocratique du
Yorkshire, les Crawley, leur vie quotidienne ainsi que celles de leurs
domestiques entre 1912 et 1925. L’histoire de la famille est mise en parallèle
avec l’histoire des domestiques de cette dernière, reprenant ainsi le schéma,
désormais classique, de Upstairs, Downstairs, maîtres et valets, de la série
du même nom, diffusée entre 1971 et 1975. Ce schéma narratif permet de
définir plus facilement, par opposition avec les domestiques, ce qu’est
l’aristocratie britannique à cette époque. La série s’inscrit en cela dans la
lignée des heritage films 6 , qui se caractérisent par la représentation
idéalisée d’un passé pas si lointain (du XVIIIe siècle au début du XXe)
permettant la représentation des country houses, ces manoirs de campagne
chers à l’aristocratie britannique, et du mode de vie qui y est associé, entre
bals, dîners et tenues élégantes. Ce genre a connu son apogée sous les
gouvernements de Margaret Thatcher, et plusieurs chercheuses analysent
aujourd’hui la résurgence dans les productions britanniques. 7
Cervulle et Quemener, Cultural studies : théories et méthodes, 77.
Hall, Identités et cultures: politiques des Cultural studies.
6 Hewison, The heritage industry: Britain in a climate of decline.
7 Byrne, « Adapting heritage: Class and conservatism in Downton Abbey », 311‑327.
4
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Peaky Blinders, de son côté, retrace le parcours du gang éponyme à
Birmingham, de ses luttes territoriales violentes, du monde criminel dans
lequel il évolue, notamment autour des champs de courses, avant de se
tourner vers la production et l’exportation d’alcool, ainsi que les
pérégrinations des membres qui le composent de 1919 à 1926. 8 Elle
s’attarde également sur la famille qui dirige le gang, les Shelby, une famille
issue de la classe ouvrière, gitane par ailleurs, se retrouvant embarquée dans
diverses affaires et conjurations politiques dépassant de loin le simple
quartier de Small Heath dont ils sont issus. La série présente ainsi leur lutte
incessante pour échapper à la condition à laquelle leurs origines les
destinent, sur fond de lutte pour l’indépendance irlandaise, de grèves et de
syndicalisme, ou de complots politiques. Après le bouleversement social et
psychologique induit par la Première Guerre mondiale, l’ascension sociale
des Shelby et du gang à travers ces derniers, ne semble possible qu’en
passant par le crime et la violence.
Les deux séries se répondent, tant par leurs sujets, leur période, que par
leurs showrunners. En effet, Julian Fellowes (Downton Abbey) est lui-même
aristocrate : il a été intronisé baron à vie en 2011 et siège depuis, en tant que
Pair Conservateur, à la Chambre des Lords. La vision qu’il propose du
Royaume-Uni des débuts du XXe siècle, est conservatrice. Il dépeint une
société britannique apaisée et stable, dans cette période de bouleversement
majeur, confortant l’importance de la hiérarchie sociale et de l’ordre établi.
Dans la série, la place de chaque individu, qu’il soit comte ou valet, ne
trouve son sens que dans sa relation aux autres habitants et habitantes de la
maison. Peu importe la position occupée par les un·e·s ou les autres dans
l’échelle sociale, l’essentiel est que chacun·e trouve son rôle dans la
communauté. Mais ce parallèle entre la vie du showrunner et la série ne
s’arrête pas là. Ainsi : les Carnarvon, les propriétaires du château de
Highclere où est tournée en grande partie la série, sont ses amis proches.
Une grande partie du scénario est ainsi inspiré des archives familiales des
Carnarvon du début du XXe siècle. Julian Fellowes s’est également inspiré
de nombreux autres récits et de l’histoire de l’aristocratie britannique du
début du siècle pour nourrir son scénario et son histoire, les Crawley
devenant alors une famille britannique noble « générique » lui permettant
d’aborder une multitude d’évolutions et de dynamiques sociales de l’époque
à travers son scénario. Quelques événements historiques en arrière-plan
permettent également à la série de s’ancrer dans la période, même si cette

Je fais le choix ici de m’arrêter à la quatrième saison de la série, bien que sa
cinquième commence en 1929 et que la série se poursuive.
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dernière relève finalement plus du soap opera que de l’épopée historique. 9
De son côté, Steven Knight (Peaky Blinders) est lui-même un Brummie,
il revendique la représentation d’une histoire populaire sur le petit écran
britannique, et de s’éloigner des canons du genre heritage films et de ses
country houses. Il souhaite également représenter d’autres paysages que
ceux de la campagne britannique traditionnelle ou de Londres, des paysages
et des histoires qui pour des raisons tout à fait britanniques sont restés
jusqu’alors consignés à des livres d’histoire. Il fait donc le double choix de
mettre en scène la deuxième plus grande ville du Royaume, ainsi qu’un
quartier pauvre et industriel. 10 Mais il décide de les iconiser, retrouvant cette
tradition britannique, empruntant à la grammaire cinématographique
américaine, notamment celle des westerns et de l’esthétisation du Far West.
Il revendique enfin de faire entendre à la télévision d’autres types d’accents
que les classiques intonations de l’aristocratie. Une partie de sa posture de
showrunner est donc militante, ou tout du moins revendicatrice de proposer
d’autres types de récits et de personnages à la télévision. Tout comme Julian
Fellowes, le scénario de la série a également un lien avec sa propre histoire
familiale et personnelle : son grand-oncle était lui-même un peaky blinder,
qui est le terme générique désignant les gangs de Birmingham à la fin du
XIXe siècle et au tournant du XXe.
En se concentrant sur la même période, malgré deux points de vue
différents – aristocratique et populaire – les deux séries se répondent
également sur les thématiques abordées. Elles se rejoignent notamment sur
la représentation de plusieurs rapports de domination et de discrimination,
avec une approche intersectionnelle la plupart du temps. Ainsi, c’est
l’analyse des différentes facettes de ces dominations et de ces discriminations
reposant sur un même individu qui est au cœur de ce développement.

Des agressions sexuelles aux messages divergents
Éric Fassin appréhende la violence sexuelle à la fois comme une « réalité
physique »—ce dont témoigne la systématicité de son usage à l’encontre du
corps des femmes, véritable arme « domestique », policière ou militaire—
et comme un « langage symbolique », qui réitère les frontières de genre,
mais aussi les frontières de classe, de couleur et de nationalité. Il montre
ainsi comment la mise en discours de la violence, notamment par la
9 Byrne,

« Adapting heritage: Class and conservatism in Downton Abbey ».
Bentley, « Birmingham gangster series Peaky Blinders unveils first-look trailers
and poster images ».
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production cinématographique, constitue un enjeu de pouvoir, qu’il
convient donc d’analyser. 11
Au sein du clan Shelby, les femmes jouent un rôle d’importance, et
s’illustrent de multiples manières comme des figures d’autorité dans cette
société criminelle et populaire. 12 Malgré leur influence sociale, elles font
toutes faces à plusieurs dominations qui s’adjoignent à celle du genre. Tout
d’abord, bien évidemment, celle de la classe sociale, mais également celle
de la race. Polly Gray, la tante de la famille et matriarche pendant la guerre,
est considérée comme une gypsy queen, une descendante d’une grande
famille de gitan. Tandis que cette position prestigieuse lui offre des passedroits parmi ces communautés gitanes et populaires, cette dernière est aussi
le motif de discriminations, qui conduisent notamment à son viol à la fin de
la deuxième saison. Alors qu’elle tente de faire libérer son fils, Michael, en
prison pour un banal motif, Polly se voit proposer par le chef de la police,
Campbell, d’échanger des faveurs sexuelles contre l’abandon des charges
qui pèsent sur Michael. S’ensuit une scène où l’opposition farouche de Polly
se change en résignation, elle reprend brièvement le contrôle de l’échange
et de la situation, avant que Campbell ne la viole (S02E05).
Downton Abbey a également sa scène d’agression sexuelle, dans la
quatrième saison, ce qui a d’ailleurs été l’objet d’un certain revirement dans
la tonalité de la série. 13 C’est Anna, la femme de chambre de Mary Crawley,
l’aînée de la famille, qui en est la victime. Anna, incarnant la douceur et la
bienveillance dans la maison, est agressée sexuellement et physiquement
par un domestique extérieur à la maison. Lors d’un concert qui se déroule
au rez-de-chaussée, elle est violée par Mr. Green (S04E03), le majordome
de Lord Gillingham, l’un des prétendants de Mary Crawley, en séjour dans
le manoir à cette période.
Dans les deux séries, différents facteurs de domination entourent les
deux personnages et sont au cœur de leurs agressions sexuelles. Dans Peaky
Blinders, Campbell traite Polly de « gitane, républicaine et pute ». Quelques
minutes plus tard, alors que Michael sort de prison grâce à « l’accord
contraint » conclu par sa mère, il reproche à cette dernière son geste. Les
gardiens de la prison ont été mis au courant et lui ont raconté l’histoire en
riant, et il assène alors à sa mère « qu’il les comprend et que c’est vrai que
c’est hilarant. » Immédiatement, bien qu’elle soit la victime, on reproche à
Fassin, « Les frontières de la violence sexuelle », 289‑307.
Un fait historique que décrit bien Carl Chinn dans Carl Chinn, They Worked All
Their Lives: Women of the Urban Poor in England, 1880-1939, Manchester, Manchester
University Press, 1988.
13 Byrne, « New Developments in Heritage - The Recent Dark Side of Downton
“Downer” Abbey », 177‑189.
11
12
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Polly ce qu’il s’est passé, la victime est également le sujet de la honte. Dans
Downton Abbey il en va de même, bien que les dominations ne soient pas
aussi clairement exprimées. Le genre d’Anna reste ainsi un critère central
des policiers pour remettre en cause sa version de l’agression (« ne l’a-t-elle
pas séduit ? »). Dans les deux cas, l’accusation revient finalement sur la
victime.
Le jugement de la sexualité féminine, la honte du viol et de l’agression
sexuelle qui rejaillit avant tout sur la victime, sont dans les deux séries
représentées. Mais tandis que l’une – Peaky Blinders – vise à dénoncer
précisément une institution et sa corruption, ici policière, l’autre – Downton
Abbey – se contente de représenter un acte marginal, indépendant, et c’est
avant tout la violence d’un homme de la classe populaire qui transparait.
Les discriminations sont doubles, bien qu’il soit évident que les classes
populaires ne sont pas préservées d’agressions sexuelles : dans la position
d’Anna il est en réalité bien plus probable que ce soit un des hommes de la
famille qu’elle sert qui en soit le coupable. 14 Ainsi, comme le fait remarquer
Katherine Byrne, l’aristocratie est complètement exemptée de cet acte :
Lord Gillingham n’apprécie pas particulièrement son valet et le fait
d’ailleurs savoir à plusieurs reprises, dès lors il est dissocié de l’acte commis
par son valet.
De plus, alors que Polly est actrice de sa propre résilience, qui mène à
sa vengeance lorsqu’elle tue Campbell dans l’épisode suivant, la résilience
d’Anna n’est pas tant montrée que la réaction de Bates, son mari, et
comment lui vit l’agression de sa femme. C’est le comportement de celuici, et sa possible vengeance qui occupe les épisodes suivants. Ainsi, de deux
représentations assez similaires d’un même acte, découlent deux propos
complètement différents, l’un illustrant l’intersectionnalité des discriminations
menant à l’agression sexuelle, puis permettant à son personnage de les
affronter, l’autre se contentant, finalement, de les reproduire en reconstituant
les différents schémas de domination sans permettre aux personnages
victimes une quelconque agentivité. La position sociale d’Anna fait
également que Mr. Green est protégé d’elle par son employeur, très haut
dans la hiérarchie sociale. Finalement c’est Anna elle-même qui finit en
prison lorsque Mr. Green est assassiné. L’institution judiciaire ajoutant la
dernière pierre à l’édifice des dominations et discriminations reposant sur
Anna.
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